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Abstract—In the last years hybrid automata have been applied
in the design and verification of embedded systems. Once a
hybrid model of the system has been proved to be correct with
respect to the desired properties, it would be valuable to extract a
correct-by-construction HW/SW implementation of it. This work
discusses a methodology and a corresponding tool chain that
allow to extract a HW/SW implementation of a controller mod-
eled by a subclass of timed automata, namedelastic controllers,
whereas the controlled environment is represented by a hybrid
automaton. The required tools have been either developed from
scratch or extended from the current state-of-the-art in order to
support an automated flow from hybrid automata specifications
to correct-by-construction discrete implementations described in
the SystemC language.

I. I NTRODUCTION

When designing embedded systems, often the need arises
to model systems having a mixed discrete and continuous
behaviour that cannot be characterized faithfully using either a
discrete or continuous model only. An example is an automo-
tive powertrain system, where a four-stroke engine is modelled
by a switching continuous system and is controlled by a
digital controller. Such systems consist of a discrete control
part that operates in a continuous environment and are named
cyberphysical or hybrid systems because of their mixed nature.
Hybrid automata are a powerful formalism for the design and
verification of such embedded systems [8], since they allow
to describe, in the earlier design phase, the functional and
quantitative temporal aspects of the continuous and discrete
components, and can be composed together generating a model
of the whole system that can be formally verified. However,
while the problems of modeling and verifying networks of
hybrid systems are extensively studied in the literature, much
less work has been done in developing techniques to automate
the subsequent phases of the design flow. Once a hybrid model
of the system has been proved to be correct with respect to
the desired properties, it would be valuable to extract a correct
by construction HW/SW implementation of it. This is called a
refinement phase: given a high-level description of the system,
refine it into another description such that all the “important”
properties of the original one are preserved.

Even though many tools support automatic code generation
from the hybrid model (for example, Matlab Simulink), the
emphasis has been on performance-related optimizations, and
many issues relevant to correctness are not satisfactorilyad-
dressed. First, the precise relationship between the modeland
the generated code is rarely specified or formalized. Second,

the continuous blocks are either ignored, or discretized before
code generation [3]. Finally, code generation typically means
generation of tasks, and does not incorporate scheduling.
Consequently, the correspondence between the model and the
code is broken, and formal verification results establishedfor
the model are not meaningful for the code.

This work proposes a complete framework for refinement
from the hybrid down to the discrete domain of embedded
systems, originally specified by a network of hybrid automata
modeling the embedded system and its continuous environ-
ment. By a correct-by-construction procedure (relying on the
theory of Almost-ASAPsemantics [12]) we generate code in
the SystemC language and compute performance bounds to be
satisfied by any conservative concrete hardware implementa-
tion. This refinement methodology provides the first complete
platform for the embedded design community to experiment
with automatic code generation of a system specified with
hybrid automata. This enabling technology realized with open
source code is a first step to address the open problems both in
theory (how to extend the class of hybrid controllers that can
be synthesized automatically?), and in practice (what is the
most “efficient” transformation from the hybrid to the discrete
domain to favour scalability?).

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes
the related works. Section III describes the proposed method-
ology for code generation from the specification of hybrid
automata. Section IV describes two case studies on which the
methodology has been applied. Finally, Section V is related
to concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORKS

Only few works in literature focus on the correct-by-
construction extraction of an implementation starting from
high level hybrid models [2].

In [12] an alternative semantics for timed automata is pro-
posed to extract from a timed modelC of a digital component
a correct by construction discrete implementationCD in a
systematic way. The new semantics, named Almost-ASAP,
takes into account the digital and imprecise aspects of the
hardware in which the hybrid automatonC is being executed,
i.e. it relaxes the instantaneousness and the perfect precision
typical of the hybrid models, allowing the authors to identify
a relaxed hybrid modelCR that - once formally verified -
guarantees the existence of a discrete implementation. Such an
implementation consists of a program that, executed into any
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Fig. 1. Methodology overview.

platform with a certain worst-case-execution-time and with a
sufficiently precise clock, refines correctly the original model.
Unfortunately, this methodology uses an ad hoc language to
model the hybrid system and, moreover, the generated code
can be executed only on a toy OS, i.e., BrickOS [9].

Notice that modifying the semantics may not be the only
way to enforce the implementability. Indeed, in [1] the authors
ask the question whether similar results can be obtained
without introducing a new semantics, but acting on modeling
instead, thanks to the introduction of new assumptions on the
program type or execution platform by means of changes, in
a modular way, on the corresponding models. The authors
propose an implementation methodology for timed automata
which allows to transform a timed automaton into a program
and to check whether the execution of this program on a given
platform satisfies a desired property. Unlike the work in [12],
an open problem of this approach is how to guarantee that,
when a platformP is replaced by a “better” platformP ′, a
program proved correct forP is also correct forP ′; the authors
reported examples where this does not hold for a reasonable
assumption of a “better” platform, namely, whenP and P ′

are identical, butP ′ provides a periodic digital clock running
twice as fast as the one ofP ; the reason is that a program
using the faster clock has a higher “sampling rate” and thus
may generate more behaviors than a program using the slower
clock, so this situation may result in a violation of properties.

III. F ORMAL VERIFICATION AND REFINEMENT

METHODOLOGY

The developed methodology for extracting a correct-by-
construction discrete HW/SW implementation, starting from
a hybrid model of the system (Figure 1), is divided into three
phases:

1) Formal verification of the hybrid system. This phase
consists of formally verifying the correctness of the
hybrid modelM of the system, composed of a digital
controllerC and a continuous environmentE , against the
setP of properties that the system should respect, i.e.,
C is able to safely handleE according to the setP of
properties.

2) Implementability analysis. This phase consists of deter-
mining if a discrete implementationCD of the digital
controller can preserve the functional and temporal
behaviors of the original hybrid modelC, i.e.,CD is able
to safely handleE according to the setP of properties.

3) Extraction of the discrete implementation. This phase
consists of refining the hybrid model of the digital
controllerC by extracting a discrete implementationCD
which captures the functional and temporal aspects of
its original hybrid model.

The novel aspects of the proposed methodology are de-
scribed thoroughly in the following sections.

A. Implementability Analysis
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Once the hybrid modelM has been proved to be correct
by formal hybrid verification (Figure 2), i.e., the controller
C safely handles the environmentE under the assumption
of infinite variables precision and zero-delays typical of the
hybrid domain, it is possible to proceed with the analysis of
the system implementability (Figure 3). This analysis faces the
problem of the semantic gap between the hybrid models and
the discrete implementations. In particular:

• infinite precision. Variables of hybrid automata take their
values from a dense set (i.e.R), whereas variables in
the hardware domain are always discrete and thus have
limited precision;



• instantaneousness. Communication between the interact-
ing components of the hybrid model is instantaneous,
whereas communication in real implementations always
introduces delays and it is mandatory to make sure
that the control strategy remains correct when the latter
happen.

For these reasons, a model that has been proved correct in
the traditional semantics may not be implementable (at all),
or it may not be possible to turn it automatically into an
implementation that is correct by construction [7].

As a consequence, an implementability analysis must take
into account the digital and imprecise aspects of the hardware
on which the discrete model of the digital component is being
executed. In particular, it concerns:

• the relaxation of the variable precision: continuous vari-
ables can be modeled only with a finite precision and
consequently they are rounded according to the HW
platform characteristics;

• the relaxation of the instantaneousness of reaction to
timeouts and events: any reaction to a timeout and an
incoming or outgoing event introduces delays that depend
on the HW platform characteristics.

By considering these relaxations, it is possible to determine if
the hybrid model of a digital component can be refined into a
discrete implementation. Thisrelaxed modelis characterized
by a parameterδ such that:

• δ relaxes the continuous variable precision. The guards
of the transitions that involve the evaluation of the contin-
uous variable are parameterized byδ, simulating variable
rounding;

• δ relaxes the reactions to timeouts. Any transition that
can be taken by the automaton becomes urgent after a
small delay modeled by the parameterδ;

• δ relaxes the reactions to events. A distinction is made
between the occurrence of an event in the sender (oc-
currence) and the acknowledgement of the event by the
receiver (perception). The time difference between the
occurrence and the perception of the event is bounded by
δ.

By considering such modifications to the original hybrid model
of a digital component, which are consistent with the Almost-
ASAP semantics [12], it is possible to determine how much
the model behavior can be relaxed while preserving system
correctness. Notice that the relaxed model exhibits a superset
of the original behavior, the latter corresponding to a relaxed
value∆ = 0 for the parameterδ. Consequently, in order for
the relaxed model to be implementable at all, a necessary
condition is that there exists a value∆ > 0 for which the
required properties are satisfied (Figure 1).

Currently, the proposed approach is valid on a subclass
of timed automata, calledelastic controllers, featuring the
following restrictions:

1) Only urgent transitions are allowed;
2) The guards must be closed expressions;

3) Communication with the environment is allowed only
through events.

4) Continuous variables are restricted to clocks (i.e. con-
tinuous variables measuring the elapsing of time).

It must be remarked that the restrictions above are perfectly
reasonable from the controller implementation viewpoint and
do not represent a major limitation in terms of applicability
of the method.

To perform the refinement analysis, we automatically extract
from M a new modelM′ that, when proved to be correct
against the hybrid system specifications, guarantees the ex-
istence of a discrete implementation that refines the original
hybrid model. The modelM′ is given by the composition
of the continuous environmentE and the relaxed controller
CR that is obtained fromC by applying the modifications
summarized above. After its generation,M′ is verified against
the setP of original properties. The verification results provide
the maximum value∆ for δ that returns a relaxed safe system.
Given ∆, the expression∆ > 4∆P + 3∆L proved in [12]
relates it to the actual constraints of the discrete implemen-
tation such as the clock period (∆P ) and communication
latency (∆L). It holds that, if∆ represents a strictly positive
value for δ, then a discrete implementationCD such ∆P

and ∆L satisfy the above expression is able to control the
continuous environmentE respecting the original properties,
and, moreover, it can be refined automatically fromC as
described in the following section.

B. Extracting the Discrete Implementation
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Finally, once the relaxed model turns out to be imple-
mentable, it is possible to proceed with the discrete implemen-
tation extraction phase (Figure 4) that consists of extracting
behaviors from the hybrid model in such a way that the code
implementing the digital components (e.g., the controllerC) is
correct by construction.

In order to allow the correct acknowledgement of input
events and the emission of output events without missing the
synchronization with the continuous components, the gener-
ated discrete implementation is composed of several threads:

• a main threadwith period∆P that implements the func-
tional aspects of the original hybrid model, in which the
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guards of the transitions related to timeouts are annotated
with the temporal constraint∆ so that no active transition
is missed due to clocks rounding;

• many input handler threads(one for each input event)
aiming (in a∆L time units window) to catch and dispatch
to the main thread the input events coming from the
environment, in such a way that even asynchronous inputs
can be correctly detected by the periodic main thread.

The discrete model obtained in this way is described by
means of SystemC [10]. SystemC is the de facto ESL (Elec-
tronic System Level) language based on C++. Thus, unlike
plain sequential C code, its adoption allows to handle real-time
HW/SW components at different abstraction levels (TLM and
RTL) guaranteeing that the generated description can be used
as a reference model for the discrete refinement phase. Indeed,
the SystemC simulation and verification environment gives the
possibility to exploit current existing assertion-based verifica-
tion methodologies to validate the discrete implementation at
each step of the subsequent discrete refinement process.

IV. CASE STUDY

The methodology described in this work has been validated
on two hybrid systems: the watertank system [6], and the
Power Supply Selector (PSS) system that comes from an
industrial example [5].

The watertank system is depicted in Figure 5, where four
different automata are shown: a tank, a valve, an evaluator and
a timed controller. Briefly, the system is centered on a water
tank, which is characterized by an uncontrolled outbound
water flow, while the inbound water flow is controlled by the
aperture of a valve. The controller acts on the aperture of the
valve a in order to keep the water levelx in a safe interval
xmin < x < xmax.

The hybrid model depicted in Figure 6 represents the Power
Supply Selector (PSS) included in the MAGALI platform [5].
The basic behavior of the PSS is to control the supply voltage
Vc of a generic unit of the platform. More precisely, due to
DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) operations,
the supply voltage can switch dynamically between two values,
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Fig. 6. Hybrid model of the Power Supply Selector system.

High andLow. During such transitions, the supply voltageVc
(which supplies the considerable load given by the equivalent
resistance of the core circuit) must follow a linearly rising/-
falling reference voltageVr as closely as possible. Essentially,
a controller provides periodicUP or DOWN events that
ultimately make the supply voltage rise or fall by a fixed step
of voltage: by ensuring that the controller issues events at
a properly high frequency, the core voltage can follow the
reference voltage, guaranteeing a bounded voltage difference
Vd betweenVr andVc.

A. Formal Safety Verification

The first step of the methodology consists of verifying the
two systems against the properties they should satisfy. To
check the watertank system we used the following simple
propertyϕ = always(x < xmax & x > xmax) that requires
that the water levelx is always kept between the safe bounds
xmax = 8.25 andxmin = 5.25 (while xhigh = 8.0 andxlow =
5.5). To check the PSS system, instead, the property chosen
wasψ = always(Vd >= −L & Vd <= L), meaning that the
voltage differenceVd = Vr − Vc must maintain an absolute
value not greater thanL = 0.1. Thanks to the adoption of the
Compositional Interchange Format (CIF) [11] for modeling
the two hybrid systems, it has been possible to interface to
already existing verification tools for hybrid models such as
Ariadne [4]. Ariadne can read a CIF description of the system
in which each component is modeled as a separate automaton
composed with the others by using parallel composition. This
notably simplifies the system design due to the fact that the
composed system is automatically generated from the single
automata by the internal engine of the tool. Ariadne can check
safety reachability properties that are internally converted into
a region of space: the system is safe as long as its reached
region lies inside the safe region. Due to the conservative
rounding of values, the reached region is provided as an over-
approximation of the actual region; it must be noticed that
the quality of the approximation depends on the evolution
and discretisation parameters chosen. In particular, while low



quality can prevent verification in some cases, high quality
necessarily requires a longer verification time. For this reason,
Ariadne implements an iterative mechanism for verification: it
starts using a low-quality approximation and refines it until
an answer to the verification problem is obtained. If a positive
answer is ultimately found, then the system is safe in the ideal
case of infinite clock precision and zero-delays.
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Fig. 7. (a) Watertank: projection on the x-a plane of the reachable region (in
the center) and of the unsafe region (on left and right), where x is the water
level anda is the valve aperture. (b) PSS: projection on thetout-Vd plane
of the reachable region (in the center) and of the unsafe region (on top and
bottom), wheretout is the controller clock andVd is the voltage difference.

Figure 7 shows the results of the reachability analysis
performed by Ariadne, respectively for (a) the watertank and
(b) the PSS systems. Notice that an overapproximation of the
systems evolution is shown after discretization as a set of
boxes in the center of the figures, while the unsafe regions
are the ones represented at the left and right extremes in
(a) and at the top and bottom extremes in (b). Since the
(overapproximated) reachable regions do not intersect the
unsafe regions, the systems are safe.

B. Implementability Analysis

Once the hybrid models have been proved to be correct,
we performed the subsequent implementability analysis phase.
Notice that we extended the internal engine of Ariadne to
realize automatically the transformations that determinethe
implementability of a hybrid model. Thus, after loading the
hybrid models into Ariadne, the tool generated the correspond-
ing relaxed models and provided the maximum value∆ that
sets bounds on the relaxed safe systems. For the watertank
system, the tool returned an upper bound for∆ equal to
0.289898872375, for which the relation∆ > 4∆P + 3∆L

must hold. For example, if our platform is characterized
by a communication latency upper bounded by1 ms (i.e.
∆L = 1/1000 sec.), the clock frequency of the controller must
be greater or equal than14 Hz (i.e. ∆P = 1/14 sec.). If on
the contrary, given the same1 ms latency, we choose a clock
frequency of 13 Hz, then it is not possible to correctly sample
the incoming events: the controller might detect the perception
of an event too late, and consequently it could miss firing a
transition; this situation would in turn cause the environment
to enter an error state while waiting on a synchronization.

If on the other hand we choose a frequency of14 Hz for a
platform whose latency is bounded by2 ms, the controller is
unable to promptly provide output signals to the environment,
thus not preventing it from entering an error state. For the
PSS system, the tool retrieved an upper bound for∆ equal to
0.00112487792969. Again, if for example the communication
delay is bounded by60 µs, then the controller must guarantee
a clock frequency not slower than10 Mhz(i.e. clock precision
of 10 µs).

C. Discrete Implementation Extraction

Once the controllers embedded into the two systems are
verified as being implementable, by using Sextract it is pos-
sible to extract their discrete implementations. We developed
Sextract from scratch in such a way that it reads the system
implementation (i.e. the CIF model of the controllerC and
the environmentE) and the value∆ synthesized during the
implementability analysis phase, and extracts the functional
behaviors of the hybrid model ofC annotated with the cor-
responding temporal constraint∆. Such an implementation
provides a refinement of the functionalities of the timed
controller that allows the correct acknowledgement of input
events and the emission of output events, coming from and
destined to the environment respectively.

The structure of the implementations (Listing 1 and 2)
is characterized by (i) a main thread that models the con-
troller behavior (e.g.WTcontroller::automaton()andPSScon-
troller::automaton()) and (ii) support threads that handle the
incoming events (e.g.WTcontroller::checkHIGH() and PSS-
controller::checkN2P()) notifying them to the related main
thread. The execution of such threads is completely managed
by the SystemC simulation kernel [10].

About the controller, it is worth noting how its model is
refined: (i) the guards of the transitions related to timeouts
are annotated with the temporal constraint∆ to identify
correctly the transitions active in presence of discrete clocks
(e.g. Listing 1 line 21), (ii) support functions are used to handle
clocks values (i.e.get/setfunctions for handling the rounding)
and (iii) incoming events are detected by reading the value
of the variable set by the related event-handler thread (e.g.
check HIGH() andcheck LOW()).

These implementations described by means of SystemC can
be used as they are or can be wrapped into SystemC TLM
components. Thus, it is possible to use one of the already
existing methodologies for going on with the discrete refine-
ment phase. Moreover, the adoption of SystemC also allows
to exploit assertion-based verification approaches described in
literature to check the correctness of the subsequent refined
implementations.

1 #include ” . . / i n c / c o n t r o l l e r . h ”
2 const double controller::T = 0.1;
3 const double controller::delta = 0.289898872375;
4 void WTcontroller::automaton() {
5 local_modes automaton_mode = nothing;
6 while (true) {
7 wait();
8 if (automaton_mode == nothing) {
9 if (LOW_pending) {
10 LOW_read.write(!LOW_read.read());



11 set_clock_value(t, 0);
12 automaton_mode = increase;
13 } else if (HIGH_pending) {
14 HIGH_read.write(!HIGH_read.read());
15 set_clock_value(t, 0);
16 automaton_mode = decrease;
17 }
18 } else if (automaton_mode == increase) {
19 tcp(is_le(get_clock_value(t), 0.1));
20 if (is_ge(get_clock_value(t), 0.1 - delta)) {
21 OPEN.write(!OPEN.read());
22 automaton_mode = nothing;
23 }
24 } else if (automaton_mode == decrease) {
25 tcp(is_le(get_clock_value(t), 0.1));
26 if (is_ge(get_clock_value(t), 0.1 - delta)) {
27 CLOSE.write(!CLOSE.read());
28 automaton_mode = nothing;
29 }
30 }
31 }
32 }
33 void WTcontroller::check_HIGH() {
34 if (HIGH.event()) {
35 HIGH_pending = true;
36 } else if (HIGH_read.event()) {
37 HIGH_pending = false;
38 }
39 }
40 void WTcontroller::check_LOW() {
41 if (LOW.event()) {
42 LOW_pending = true;
43 } else if (LOW_read.event()) {
44 LOW_pending = false;
45 }
46 }

Listing 1. The discrete model of the Controller of the Watertank system.

automatically

1 #include ” . . / i n c / C o n t r o l l e r . h ”
2 const double Controller::T = 0.01;
3 const double Controller::delta = 0.00112487792969;
4 void PSScontroller::automaton() {
5 local_modes automaton_mode = Incr;
6 while (true) {
7 wait();
8 if (automaton_mode == Incr) {
9 tcp(is_le(get_clock_value(t), 0.01));

10 if (is_ge(get_clock_value(t), 0.01 - delta)) {
11 UP.write(!UP.read());
12 set_clock_value(t, 0);
13 automaton_mode = Incr;
14 } else if (P2N_pending) {
15 P2N_read.write(!P2N_read.read());
16 automaton_mode = Incr;
17 } else if (N2P_pending) {
18 N2P_read.write(!N2P_read.read());
19 automaton_mode = Decr;
20 }
21 } else if (automaton_mode == Decr) {
22 tcp(is_le(get_clock_value(t), 0.01));
23 if (is_ge(get_clock_value(t), 0.01 - delta)) {
24 DOWN.write(!DOWN.read());
25 set_clock_value(t, 0);
26 automaton_mode = Decr;
27 } else if (N2P_pending) {
28 N2P_read.write(!N2P_read.read());
29 automaton_mode = Decr;
30 } else if (P2N_pending) {
31 P2N_read.write(!P2N_read.read());
32 automaton_mode = Incr;
33 }
34 }
35 }
36 }
37 void PSScontroller::check_N2P() {
38 if (N2P__event()) {
39 N2P_pending = true;
40 } else if (N2P_read__event()) {
41 N2P_pending = false;
42 }

43 }
44 void PSScontroller::check_P2N() {
45 if (P2N__event()) {
46 P2N_pending = true;
47 } else if (P2N_read__event()) {
48 P2N_pending = false;
49 }
50 }

Listing 2. The discrete model of the Controller of the PSS system.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The development of techniques for the extraction of correct-
by-construction HW/SW implementations of hybrid systems is
a new and valuable research area. This work proposes a com-
plete design flow for the extraction of functional aspects and
temporal constraints from hybrid systems in order to obtaina
discrete implementation. To support the methodology, we built
a tool chain which includes Ariadne, a hybrid automata verifier
extended in order to support the discretization semantics,and
Sextract, a new tool able to extract the necessary constraints
from the system and ultimately generate its discrete imple-
mentation code. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
example of a complete automatic flow that goes from a hybrid
model down to a SystemC implementation of it.
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